
Robert Smith 
Carpenters Helper I

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Highly motivated individual that would like to obtain a position that will 
challenge to use the skills.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Carpenters Helper I
ABC Corporation -   2002 – 2003 

Responsibilities:

 Built plans to prepare project layout and determine dimensions.
 Finished siding, drywall, trim, doors, stairs, and rails. Gained knowledge 

of the legal codes including state and local.
 Helped lead carpenters with whatever needed, cleaned job sites.
 Accepted a job with Stewart and Richey Construction.
 Measured and marked cutting lines on drywall, using square, tape 

measure and marking devices.
 Scribed cutting lines on drywall with straightedge and utility knife and 

broke board along cut lines.
 Fitted and fastened board into a specified position on the wall, using 

screws, hand tools, portable power tools, and adhesive.

Carpenters Helper
ABC Corporation -   2000 – 2002 

Responsibilities:

 Carpenter Helper Responsibilities Consistently followed and executed 
directions provided by Carpenters and Supervisors to aide in the 
completion of various projects.

 Build required items including specialty furniture, stairs, cabinets, 
shelves, windows, doors, trim and other items as required.

 Operate and maintain carpentry tools and equipment & assist with the 
delivery of other related municipal services.

 Adapted to various situations where I utilized my problem solving skills 
accurately and safety resolve company pain points.

 Responsible for laying building foundations, prepare framing for 
cement, mix and pour cement, create cement forms, and pour cement 
for stairs..

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant 
to your current role.

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant 
to your current role.

Education

Diploma
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Leading Skills, 
Management.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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